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ABSTRACT 
In packed oolumns used for oounterourrent contact of a gas and 
a liquid, the oapaoity of the equipment is limited by the tendency of 
the column to flood when the gas or liquid rate reaohes a oertain 
velooity called the flooding velocity. In this investigation, using 
Rasohig rings as the packing material, the variation of flooding veloci-
ties with the packing size, packed height, and column diameter were 
studied* The effect of shaking treatment applied to the packing was 
also noted* Rasohig rings of one-fourth, one-half, three-fourths, 
and one inch sizes were packed in glass oolumns varying in diameter 
from tiro to eight inches* Packed heights of from one to seven feet 
were studied* 
Procedure in making determinations of flooding velocities con-
sisted in passing air and water in oounterourrent flow through the 
column* The liquid rate was held to an arbitrary value while the air 
rate was increased in step-wise increments until the flooding condi-
tion developed* At each air rate, the pressure drop across the column 
was allowed to reach a oonstant value, and readings were then taken of 
this pressure drop and of the flow rates* 
Flooding velocities were best correlated by the method of Sher-
wood, Shipley and Hblloway as modified by Lobo, Friend, Hashmall and 
Zens* By this generally acoepted correlation, no effect of column 
diameter or packing size was noted on tests in which the diameter to 
size ratio was equal to or greater than eight to one* Tests on paoked 
sections with a smaller ratio showed deviations from the other correlated 
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values, but these deviations -were inconsistent with regard to direotion. 
Flooding velooities and the per cent free voluae both showed a 
deorease with the amount of shaking applied to the packing* However, 
the application of the Lobo modification of the Sherwood correlation 
resulted in good agreement between unshaken and gently shaken paoked 
sections. The violently shaken paoked sections did not correlate well 
with the other tests, and showed lower flooding velooities and therefore 
lower capacities* 
Variation in height of the paoked section had no effect on the 
correlated values of the flooding velooities with the exception of one 
test using one-half inch rings in an eight inoh column* This was the 
only test having a column diameter to packing sice ratio of over eight 
to one in whioh the effect of height was studied* 
AN INVESTIGATION OF FLOODING .VELOCITIES 
IN COLUMNS PACKED WITH RASCHIG RINGS 
INTRODUCTION 
Although the use of paoked columns is widespread for the 
ohemioal engineering unit operations of absorption, extraction, and 
distillation, all of the factors affecting their design have not 
been completely defined* In designing paoked towers for counter-
current contacting operations involving a liquid and a gas phase, 
the diameter, and therefore the capacity of the equipment, is 
largely determined by the liquid and gas rates to be employed* 
These rates are limited by the tendency of the equipment to flood* 
The point at which flooding ooours is a function of both the liquid 
and the gas rates* As either the liquid or the gas rate is increased, 
the liquid hold-up in the paoking inoreases, the free area available 
for gas flow decreases, and the pressure drop across the column in* 
oreases* At a oertain velocity, termed the flooding velocity, a 
point is reaohed when the liquid retention so reduces the available 
area for gas flow that the pressure drop inoreases sharply with a 
slight increase in gas velocity* A layer of liquid builds up on the 
top of the packing, and the liquid phase is carried mechanically out 
of the column* Operating above the flooding point, while possible 
in some oases, is impraotioal for eoonomio reasons, since the high 
pressure drop inoreases the pumping oosts* 
The recognised need for an adequate method of predicting the 
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limiting flow rates in packed oolumns has led to a considerable 
amount of work on this subjeot in recent years. A number of publica-
tions which give experimental data have appeared* Although an econo-
mic balance should determine the best operating condition to be util-
ised in a packed column, a knowledge of flooding velocities is neces-
sary to oaloulate the maximum rates of flow* In oases where it is 
not possible to make an exaot economic balance, flooding velocities 
must be known before the optimum liquid and gas rates can be estimat-
ed* 
Although several correlations of flooding velocities have been 
developed, and considerable work has been done with Rasohig rings, it 
was felt that there exists a need for a systematic study of the effeots 
of paoking size, column diameter, and packed height in columns packed 
with Rasohig Rings. This investigation was undertaken to obtain data 
for col wins two, four, and eight inches in diameter packed with 
various heights of one-fourth, one-half, three-fourths, and one inoh 
Rasohig rings. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Chilton and Colburn (l) investigated the pressure differen-
tial aoros8 various types of materials in paoked columns* both in 
the dry and wet condition* Baker* Chilton and Vernon (2) studied 
the distribution of liquid flow throughout the oross section of 
paoked towers* These latter found that a high gas velocity assists 
in obtaining uniform distribution, and they developed suitable equa-
tions for predicting the performance of such towers* Flooding in 
the investigation of these workers was determined visually* 
A graphioal method of determining the flooding point -ens 
presented by VVhite (3)« He plotted, at a constant liquid rate, the 
pressure drop across the paoked column versus the gas rate* Placing 
the logarithm of the pressure drop along the ordinate and the loga-
rithm of the gas rate along the abscissa the resulting ourve was 
represented by two or three straight-line segments• The point at 
which the slope of the ourve becomes greater than two is defined as 
the loading point* and the point at which the slope becomes nearly 
infinite is called the flooding point* 
A general correlation for predicting flooding velocities was 
developed by Sherwood* Shipley and Holloway (U)* They varied gas and 
liquid density and liquid viscosity in a two inch diameter column 
paoked with one-half inch Baschig rings to a height of four feet and 
correlated the results by plottingt 
it (£*\ 0,s i Hz 
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where U6 is the superficial gas velooity, g is aooeleration of gravi-
ty # S is the surface area of the paoking, P is the fraction of void 
space in the paoked column, p and p are gas and liquid densities, 
jX is the liquid viscosity, and G and L are gas and liquid mass velo-
cities. All ratios involved in the correlation are dimensionless -with 
the exception of the visoosity faotor, which is expressed in oenti-
poise* Data for flooding in larger diameter paoked columns, taken from 
the literature, was shown to give higher flooding points than the data 
taken in the two inch oolumn, and the ourve recommended is based on 
data from the literature* Sherwood et al* state that their measure-
ments cannot be used for general design purposes because of the large 
edge effect in a two inch oolwm with one-half inoh paoking* 
Elgin and Weiss (5) conducted tests on four different paoking 
materials in a three inoh diameter column using air and water as 
fluids and found fair agreement with the correlation of Sherwood et 
al» They presented an empirioal linear relationship between the square 
roots of the superficial gas velocities and the superficial liquid 
velocities at flooding* However, this method of correlation gave 
different curves for each size of packing used* 
The effect of hysteresis on the flooding point was investigat-
ed by Sarchet (6), using an air-water system in an 8 and 2l/$2 inch 
diameter oolumn* Operating at oonstant liquid rates, he approached 
the flooding point both by increasing the air rate from below the 
flooding velooity and by decreasing this rate from a higher velooity. 
These air rates oheoked within two per oent* 
A semi-theoretical equation for flooding velocities was pre-
sented by Bertetti (7)* However, Bain and Hougen (8), who investi-
gated three oils of different viscosity and three gases, using five 
different packings in an 8 and 21^2 inch diameter ooluran, oould not 
oorrelate their results by the Bartetti equation* Bain and Hougen 
developed the following linear relationship based on the Sherwood, 
Shipley and Holloway correlations 
Log [$(9r]-—a)tr 
The value of b appeared to depend on the type of packing* The data 
of Bain and Hougen were ten per oent above the line given by the 
Sherwood, Shipley and Holloway correlation at low values of — J-5T 
and forty per oent below the line at high values* 
Comparisons of visual and graphical flooding points were made 
by Sohoenborn and Dougherty (9)* In studying the flooding velocities 
of air and three different liquids, including water, and using five 
different packings, inoluding one inch and one-half inch Easchig rings, 
they found the visually determined flooding point approximately equal 
to the graphical flooding point as defined by Unite* Sohoenborn and 
Dougherty used a correlation suggested by Colburn to present their 
data* They plotted 
G LB 
"0 versus -£• 
where 9 is a gas density factor equal to unity when air is used* 
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To bring the data for the different liquids into oloser agreement, 
the -S term was multiplied by a faotor involving the kinematic visco-
sity of the liquid, 
Lobo, Friend, foshaall and Zen* (10) oonoluded that the major 
discrepancies in the flooding data reported in the literature were 
due to incorrect packing characteristics rather than to fundamental 
differences in experimental techniques* They recalculated all avail-
able data by using their experimental values of the term and 
obtained muoh oloser agreement with the Sherwood, Shipley and Holloway 
correlation* The method of paoking was found to be most significant* 
An analogy to flow of vapors through orifices and valves was 
made to oounterourrent flow through packed columns by Zenz (11)• An 
equation is derived which, however, is not valid for high liquid 
rates* 
Lerner and Grove (12) developed a new theory of the meohanism 
of loading and flooding in packed columns* The mechanism by means of 
whioh the gas flowing ohanges from a continuous into a discontinuous 
phase is said to be wave formation at the liquid-gas interfaoe* An 
analogy is made to the phenomenon of two phase flow in pipes« 
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DESCRIPTION OP EQUIBfENT 
The main equipment used for the experimental work consisted 
of glass columns, packing material, water pumps, air compressors, 
-various metering instruments, and storage tanks* Figure 1 shows a 
schematic diagram of the apparatus* 
Three different glass cylindrical columns were used in this 
work* The inside diameters of the columns were 1 7/8, 3 7/8, and 
7 5/8 inohes* The columns will be referred to by their nominal 
sixes of two, four and eight inohes, respectively* Since the cylin-
ders were available in sections four feet high, two sections were 
mounted together when packed heights of seven feet were desired* 
A wire mesh screen was used to support the packing* Liquid seal on 
the bottom of the column was maintained by means of a U-tube through 
which water from the column returned to the reservoir* Water was 
pumped from the reservoir through one of three calibrated rotameters 
to the distribution head* The rotameters covered the range from 
one-tenth to over fifty pounds of water per minute* Three different 
distributor heads were utilised* Single metal oaps with holes drilled 
in a oonoentrio oiroular pattern were used with the two and four inch 
oolumns* For the eight inch oolumn, a four prong distributor was used 
as shown in Figures 2 and 3* The distributor was placed approximate-
ly two inches above the top of the paoking on all runs* 
Air was supplied by the laboratory compressor* For experiments 
on the eight inch column, the oapaoity was increased by the installa-
tion of an auxiliary compressor* The air passed through a pressure 
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regulator, a oyolone separator, and was metered by one of three 
stadard orifices, -which permitted measurements to l+*5 pounds per 
minute, the maximum capacity of both compressors* The three orifices 
oonsisted of a 1/^ inch orifice in a 3/k inch pipe, a £ inoh orifice 
in a one inch pipe, and a 1 3/16 inoh orifice in a two inch pipe* The 
pressure drop across the orifice in use was measured by a water mano-
meter and the upstream pressure by a mercury manometer* Both mano-
meters covered a range of 30 inches and were graduated into tenths 
of an inoh* A glass themometer was located in the air line below 
the orifice* 
Two pressure taps situated in opposite sides of the column 
just below the packing support were used to obtain the pressure 
drop aoross the paoked section* These taps were joined and led to 
one leg of a water manometer, the other leg being open to the atmos-
phere* The pressure just above the packing inside the top of the 
oolunn was found to be indiscernible from atmospheric pressure* 
The packing oonsisted of porcelain Rasohig rings manufactured 
by the United States Stoneware Company* One-fourth, one-half, three-
fourths, and one inch sixes were utilised, having wall thicknesses 
of l/52 p 2/&, 3/&, and l/8 inoh, respectively* 

-
Figure 2» Front View of Equipment. 
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F*r?t s*m lew of Packed Column* 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
In the experiments described below eaoh column was packed by 
dropping the Raschig rings individually into the water-filled tower. 
The rings were added slowly, so that each piece could settle into 
place without being influenced by the motion of any other piece* In 
the oase of the one-fourth inch rings, the pieces were added from a 
small vibrator rather than by hand* These precautions seemed justi-
fied in view of the assertion of Lobo et al* (10) that the method 
of packing was a significant variable* 
Although seme runs were made on packing as added, in most 
oases the paoking was stabilized by partly filling the column with 
water and passing air up through the column at suoh a rate that the 
height of the water reaohed almost to the top of the packing* This 
resulted in a mild shaking action applied to the packing simultaneous-
ly throughout its entire height* This procedure, referred to in this 
investigation as standard packing procedure, was followed to guard 
against shifting of the packing occurring during subsequent runs, and 
also to allow a closer application of the data to industrial condi-
tions* In two instances, after flooding velocities were determined 
on the stabilised paoking, the packing was violently shaken by a more 
vigorous application of the above method and another series of flood-
ing tests made* 
Flooding determinations were made in essentially the same 
manner as that used by previous investigations (3, l±9 9, and 10)# 
The liquid flow rate was adjusted to an arbitrary value and the gas 
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velocity increased in small increments until a condition of absolute 
flooding developed* At each incremental gas rate, the pressure drop 
across the column -was allowed to reach a constant value* Readings 
were then taken of this pressure drop, the liquid rate, the pressure 
drop across the orifice, the upstream static pressure and the gas 
temperature. Since the water temperature was substantially constant 
and since small variations did not affect the calculations, this 
measurement was not reoorded on all runs. 
Since most investigators have found the graphical method of 
determining the flooding point as suggested by "White (3) to be more 
reliable than the visual method, the former was used in this work. 
However, the two methods agreed closely, perhaps due to the small 
increments by which the air velocity was increased in the test pro* 
oedure. 
The flooding condition was characterised by violent entrain-
ment and a build-up of liquid level above the paoking. Preliminary 
tests showed that if the air velocity was inoreased beyond this 
point, the uppermost layer of paoking would be severely shaken and 
subsequent runs on the same packed section would indicate lower 
flooding velocities due to the changed arangement of rings in this 
top layer* Hence, tests were not conducted beyond this point. All 
tests were carried out at atmospheric pressure, which was reoorded. 
The apparatus was flushed out daily and fresh water added to 
the reservoir. 
For tests in which the pressure drop across the column reached 
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a value of over two feet of water, the height of the liquid aeal on 
the bottom of the column was increased by dos ing the normal over-
flow valve* 
At the completion of each series of flooding velocity deter-
minations on a pa o ted section, air was blown through the oolumn for 
several hours unti l the packing was completely dry* The free gas 
space or void per cent was measured by the addition of water to the 
dry packing* Since some variation in the inside diameter of each 
oolumn was noted, the empty volumes of the oolumn were also measured 
by water additions* 
Two different methods of measuring the fractional void spaoe 
were noted in the literature* The method of addition of water to the 
dry packing gives a value of F oommonly referred to as "dry voids" * 
The other method consists of measuring the amount of water drained 
off a previously f i l l e d packed section* This latter method, based 
on "drained wet voids11, gives a lower value of P due to some of the 
liquid being retained on the packing* Tests were conducted on one-
half inch rings by both methods* The "drained wet voids1* basis gave 
a value of F lower by 0.03 *han that found by "dry voids"* This was 
in agreement with measurements made by Summers (lU) on one-half inch 
Berl saddles* Since the majority of other investigators have used 
"dry voids", and since more consistent results were obtained by this 
method, i t was chosen for this work* 
Values of S were calculated from a knowledge of the surfaoe 
areas and volumes of the individual rings and from the values of F 
for the particular packed sections* 
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VISuAL OBSERVATIONS 
Basohig rings, particularly in the smaller siies, exhibited 
a tendency to pack closely against the mills of the column* The 
individual rings shoved a tendency to assume a position with as 
large a portion of their surface against the column as possible* 
In the case of one-fourth inch rings* when the packing was dumped 
frcm the column* the attraction of the rings for the wet glass wall 
was such that the rings nearest the wall remained in place while the 
other rings dropped out* This effeot was in contrast to that ob-
served in the experiments of Metoalfe (13) with Berl saddle and 
Intalox saddle packings* In spite of this effeot* some channeling 
of the liquid at the walls was noted, increasing as the ratio of 
column diameter to ring site decreased* 
The shaking aotion desoribed above in the seotion "Experi-
mental Procedure"* had the effeot of decreasing the height of the 
column* thus decreasing the void per oent* The decrease in void 
per oent, as can be seen from the data, was a function of the ampli-
tude of the shaking aotion* 
The shaking aotion, in combination with the attraction of the 
packing for the wall, increased the orientation of the individual 
rings relative to each other* "When the violent shaking aotion was 
applied to ths one-half inch paoking, several seotions next to the 
wall were observed with all the rings lying with their axis paral-
lel to eaoh other* 
As the air velocity was increased in the flooding tests, a 
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fluttering condition -was noticed at points where the air bubbled 
through the liquid* This fluttering began from a number of points 
distributed up and down the column* With further increases in the 
air rate this fluttering effect increased in violence until at some 
one height, it completely encircled the oolunuu From this height 
the flooding spread upwards until it reached the top of the packed 
8eotion. 
Due to the care taken in packing the columns, random distri-
bution of the packing was assured, and as a result, no one height 
was noted as the point -where flooding first occurred* 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The reproducibility of the data was good* Several duplioate 
tes t s were made* During eaoh set of runs at no time was there a 
change in the air velocity at which the column flooded, although on 
some occasions there was a change i n the pressure drop across the 
column at flooding of from one-tenth to three-tenths of an inch of 
water* 
As noted by Lobo et aJU (10), the major discrepancies in 
published flooding velocity data correlated by the method of Sherwood, 
Shipley, AXKI Hollowey (U) are due to the wide range of values report-
ed for S/P^* (S i s the surfaoe area of the packing and F i s the frac-
t ion free gas space in a packed column)* Since the surface area i s 
proportional to ths factor (1 - P) , the value of the term i s 
quite sensitive to changes in F* For example, for any given pack-
ing, a decrease in F from 0*650 to 0*6L;0 causes s/p5 to increase 
7•95 per cent above i t s former value* For th is reason, particular 
oare was taken in packing the column as mentioned above in "Experi-
mental Procedurett* 
Two correlations of a l l the data presented in this work are 
given* The f i r s t correlation i s by the method of Colburn (Figure h)$ 
and the second by that of Sherwood, Shipley, and Holloway (Figure 5)* 
This lat ter method was chosen to i l lus trate the effects of shaking 
treatment, paotod height, column diameter, and paoking s ize on flood-
ing ve loc i t ies (Figure 6 to 12 inclusive)* In presenting a correla-
tion showing the effect of any given one of the variables mentioned 
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above, an effort was made to hold the other variables constant* 
Application of the Colburn correlation to the data (Figure k) 
resulted as expected in a general trend of higher flooding veloci t ies 
occurring with the larger packing s i t e s . Rather than generalize this 
correlation by displacing the nearly parallel flooding curves in a 
vertical direction, the more generally accepted Sherwood correlation 
was used* 
This latter method, modified as suggested by Lobo et al* (10) 
using the actual experimental values of S and F, correlated the data 
well* (Figure 5)» Curves of Sherwood, Shipley, and Bolloway, and of 
Lobo and his co-workers, taken from the l i terature, are given on this 
figure, and show that the experimental data i s better represented by 
that of Lobo* The Lobo modification of the Sherwood correlation was 
uaed to study the effects of packed height, shaking treaizaent, 
column diameter, and packing sice* 
The effect of packed height on flooding ve loc i t ies i s i l l u s -
trated in Figures 6 and 7» Using one-half inch rings in a four inch 
ooltoin, packed heights of one, two, three and one-half, and seven 
feet were studied* No trend was noted, although for low values of 
the two foot section gave lower flooding ve loc i t ies than 
the other heights* 
A small height effect was observed in the case of one-half inch 
rings in an eight foot oolunn paoted to two and three and one-half 





points as the value of — decreased* While the three and 
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one •half and seven foot packed seotions of one-half inch rings in a 
two inch column did not show a height ef fect , the points deviated 
somewhat from the curve of Lobo et a l • (10). This point w i l l be 
considered later* 
TOth Berl saddle packing, an effeot of height was noted by 
Metcalfe (13) , the higher packed sections giving lower flooding 
points, The lack of this effeot with Rasohig rings exoept in the 
case mentioned above of one-half inch rings in an eight inch column, 
might be oaused by the tendency of the rings to pack closely to the 
walls of the column as noted in MVisual Observationsn* This wall 
effect could possibly oonoeal the effeot of height* As the ratio of 
column diameter to paoking s ize increases the percentage of rings 
near the wall deoreases and th is tendency of the rings to paok t i g h t -
ly against the oolumn wall becomes relatively less important* In 
these oases the packed section may show a similar height effeot to 
Berl saddle packing* This theory i s in accord with the experimental 
faot that only at a oolumn diameter to paoking size ratio of sixteen 
to one was there any height effeot noted* This particular t e s t on 
one-half inch rings in an eight inch column was the only one having 
a ratio of over eight to one on which the effeot of height was stud-
ied* Thus no definite statement can be made on the theory outlined 
above, 
The variation of flooding veloci t ies with shaking treatment 
i s presented in Figure 8* The data are for one-half inch rings 
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paokBd one foot high in a four inoh column* Although the unshaken 
section required higher gas rates for flooding than the section 
packed by the standard packing procedure, the higher void spaoe in 
the former caused the factor S/F^ to bring the two sections into good 
agreement* In the case of the violently shaken section, although 
ths fractional void spaoe decreased by 0*05 from the stabil ised sec-
t ion value, the resulting increase in the S/fr* factor was not enough 
to bring the data into agreement with the unshaken and the gontly 
shaken sections* In other words* for no shaking and for mild shaking 
(standard packing procedure), the S/F* factor throws the data i n l ine , 
but for violent shaking the results are off the correlation curve of 
Lobo* Comparison of data for the same liquid rates shows that* due 
to this violent shaking, the gas rate at flooding was reduced to 
seventy per oent of i t s former value* Similar t e s t s , made with two 
foot packed sections, but with some reduction in the amount of v i o -
lence, show that the gas flooding velocity was deoreased to eighty* 
four per oent of normal* 
The effect of column diameter i s presented in Figures 9 and 
10 and that of packing s ise in Figures 11 and 12* Ths one-half inoh 
rings in a two inoh column (Figures 7 *&d 10), as mentioned above, 
and -(die one inch and three-fourths inch rings in a four inoh column 
(Figure 12), show a deviation from the curve of Lobo* The data f a l l s 
beneath the curve except for the case of the one inoh rings* It i s 
considered significant that a l l of these discrepancies ooourred on 
21 
the only tests in which the column diameter to paoking size ratio 
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From the results of this investigation the following con-
clusions are drawn: 
1* The Lobo, Friend, Shshuall and Zenz (10) modification of 
the Sherwood, Shipley and Hblloway (k) correlation is a valid represen-
tation of flooding velocities in Easohig ring packed columns in which 
the column diameter to packing size ratio is equal to or greater than 
eight to one* Columns with a smaller ratio should be designed with 
a greater safety allowance of limiting flow conditions* 
2* The general correlation reoonmended by Sherwood, Shipley, 
and Hblloway (k) does not fit the experimental data at the extreme 
high and low values of i 
G 
3# Excessive shaking action applied to Easohig rings in 
packed columns will give a considerable decrease in allowable flow 
rates* 
U« In columns in which the diameter to packing size ratio is 
equal to or less than eight to one, the height of the packed section 
does not influence the Sherwood correlation of the flooding veloci-
ties, In columns with larger ratios it is possible, but not certain, 
that an increase in packed height will cause the ourve representing 
the correlated data to be lowered* 
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